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Abstract

Data-model representation for non-programmers

Erika Jansson

Nowadays, there are people working within the IT-industry without any
major knowledge in programming. Some of them sometimes need to make
changes that currently only can be done in the actual code. This
project is about finding the best way for non-programmers to make
changes in a data-model without having to change the code. The project
is divided into three parts where the first two is about finding
different ways to solve this problem and then evaluate them through
expert evaluation and based on relevant theory. The third part is
about taking the result from part one and two and develop it. The
third part ends with user-tests and follow-up interviews with 12
test-participants. In this part, also programmers will participate to
get a complete overview of all the intended user’s experience.

The result is that a graphical concept is to be preferred for users
with minor/without programming experience. For programmers, it is
harder to tell which concept is best and a more extensive
investigation probably has to be done to get a fair result. These
conclusions are based on the results from the conducted
tests/interviews together with available external theory. The results
could be improved with more users and more extensive tests. Worth
mentioning is since all users are individuals, different concepts suit
different persons and what suits one user best might not suit another
at all, despite background as programmer or non-programmer.
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Sammanfattning

Idag finns det många personer som jobbar i IT-branschen utan några större kunskaper
i programmering. Några av de här personerna behöver ibland göra ändringar i syste-
men som idag endast kan göras i den faktiskt koden. Det här projektet handlar om att
hitta det bästa sättet för icke-programmerare att göra ändringar i en datamodell utan
att behöva ändra i koden. Projektet är uppdelat i tre delar där de två första delarna
handlar om att hitta olika sätt att lösa problemet samt utvärdera de olika sätten med en
expert-utvärdering och relevant teori. I den tredje delen används resultatet från de första
två delarna och utvecklas vidare. Den tredje delen avslutas med användartester med ef-
terföljande intervjuer. Totalt deltar 12 användare i testerna. I den här delen kommer även
programmerare att delta för att få en fullständig överblick av alla de tänkta användarnas
behov och upplevelser.

Resultatet från undersökningen är att ett grafiskt koncept är att föredra för användare
med lite/ingen erfarenhet av programmering. För programmerare är det svårare att säga
vilket koncept som är bäst och en mer omfattande undersökning borde troligtvis göras
för att få ett korrekt resultat. De här slutsatserna är baserade på resultaten från tester-
na/intervjuerna som genomfördes, tillsammans med tillgänglig extern teori. Resultaten
kan förbättras med fler användare och mer omfattande användartester. Det är dock värt
att nämna att alla användare är individer och vad som passar en person bäst kanske inte
passar en annan person alls, oavsett bakgrund som programmerare/ej programmerare.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

In the information technology industry, there is a lot of people working with many dif-
ferent backgrounds. Far from all working within IT do have a programming background
and knows how to write code. There are project managers, producers, graphic design-
ers, scrum masters etcetera, all filling a special role in a project. All these roles, both
with programming knowledge and without, need to collaborate to perform the best pos-
sible project and deliver the best for their customers. Sometimes, for example during
a brainstorming meeting, the ones without coding skills do need to affect and change
things in the system the programmers have built, they then need some sort of repre-
sentation of the actual code and a way to change it but at a high-level. This project is
about finding what the best way to represent and change a data model, written in code,
for a non-programmer is. The goal is to evaluate different approaches in a total of two
times. First one time to exclude some of the options that will not be further investigated
and to get feedback and the possibility to change things on the ones that will be further
investigated. Then a second time to get the final result. The first prototypes made were
detached from each other.

The first evaluation is an interview with an expert in the area, which also is one of the
intended users for the system, in combination with reference literature and other stud-
ies. The second evaluation is done to get a complete result of which approach seems to
be the best one. The second evaluation includes 12 people, six non-programmers and
six programmers, and different aspects, such as errors made, time and satisfactions, is
considered during the evaluation. The second evaluation is the 12 test-users performing
user-tests on the three different concepts that are passed on from the first evaluation,
and one additional test where the user can choose which concept he/she wants to use.
The tests are performed in the following way; the users get to see a screenshot from
one part of Arrival, they are then going to represent the screenshot in the help-tool with
one concept at a time. Different users start with different concepts to see if there is
a connection between which concept they started with and the result. The screen is
recorded during the tests and time is taken. After the tests are done a semi-structured
interview with follow-up questions is conducted. Based on the result from the inter-
views/tests in combination with theory a conclusion can be drawn of what the best way
for a non-programmer to change the data-model is.
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2 Background

2 Background

The stakeholder company for this project is EA DICE, further referred to as ”DICE” and
”the company”. DICE is a subsidiary to Electronic Arts (EA), hence the name, which is
a multinational game development company. DICE produces video games and is most
famous for their game series Battlefield and Battlefront. The company employees, of
March of 2018, around 737 people [2] and has offices in Stockholm and Los Angeles.

To develop video games on the scale DICE does require a lot of time, effort, money and
employees. For a player to be able to play the game there is much more that needs to
work than one might think. The current setup for DICE games can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Current setup for DICE games, picture by Erik Näslund.

The users are playing their games on either a console or a PC, which runs the game
client. The game client is connected to a game server and a lot of different back-end
game services, through a gateway. The game services allow the company to push out
updates to the user’s clients within minutes instead of the user having to manually down-
load an update for every change made. The services are built to be specialized in one
task/area and many of them are not game-specific so they can be used in all EA games.
The services are being connected to each other in a meaningful way in the game client.
On the left-hand side in Figure 1 one can see squares representing different admin tools
currently used by DICE. The different tools are used to handle different game services
and each tool are built to change the config for that specific/some specific services.
Making sure that the game services are compatible with each other in the game client
is nowadays a manual task, which opens up for a lot of human errors. There are people
manually updating different files in a ”copy-paste” manner and it is more often some-
thing missing or wrong the first time around than the opposite.
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2 Background

Figure 2: Setup with new product Arrival, picture by Erik Näslund.

To facilitate this there is now a team working on a product that will automatically update
the different services and combine different tools and processes into one. It works with
a game config, as can be seen in Figure 2, a representation of what the game client
shows for the player. All mistakes can be seen in the new tool before being pushed to
the game services. The game config verifies all changes and makes sure that the game
services is always valid and always in sync. The name of the tool is Arrival. One of
the features that should exist in Arrival is the possibility for people to change things
in the company’s games without manually making changes directly in the code. This
feature should make it possible for them who is not so good at programming to be able
to change things in the game. Another feature that should exist and is tightly combined
with the first one is the possibility to visually represent the system, Arrival, so one can
see for example dependencies between objects.
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4 Related work

3 Purpose, goal, and motivation

The purpose of this project is to investigate and find an answer to the question ”what
is the best way for a non-programmer to edit things, that normally is editable in code,
without writing any code?”. There is many different ways to do this but what is actually
the best way? To find out, a tool that makes it possible to change the data model,
i.e. available for the non-programmers to affect what settings and attributes the admin
system Arrival contains, will be created and evaluated. The tool should also make it
possible for users to get an overall picture of how the system is built, what is dependent
on what etcetera so users know what they should edit and how it will effect the system.
Since it is possible to enable the data model for editing in different ways the goal for
this project is to find the best way to do it based on the alternatives being investigated
in this project. The tool should consider different types of users needs and preferences
since it is not only non-programmers that should use it. It should also consider usability
and easy to use in combination with effectiveness.

The tool is aimed for everyone working at EA DICE that have any reason or interest
in changing the content in Arrival and thereby games produced by the company. The
main idea is that it should be a helpful tool during meetings when people are sitting
together discussing what different attributes etcetera should exist in Arrival. It should
be possible for them to change the representation of Arrival in real-time to get a better
understanding. The purpose of this part is to get rid of/reduce the sloppy and time-
consuming whiteboard painting that happens otherwise.

Three requirements the stakeholder has on the data model is that it should be able to:

1. Describe how different types of data are connected, i.e. filter/transform data from
different sources.

2. Describe a setting, what attributes does it have? Of what type are the attributes?
Does it have any dependencies? etcetera.

3. Generate UI-elements from a description of a setting/attribute.

4 Related work

This section will present different softwares, works and materials that have been useful
during the project in some way.
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4 Related work

4.1 Softwares

At the beginning of the project, an investigation was done to find already existing soft-
ware that solves similar problems. No software that solves the exact problem could be
found but however, there was software that helps non-programmers to build, for exam-
ple, a website without coding. Inspiration has been received from these tools to create
the tool for this project. Inspiration is also gathered from tools that solve different parts
of the problem or inspires to one alternative of this projects solution.

4.1.1 Scratch

Scratch[3] is a service that teaches, mostly, kids to program in a fun and easy way.
It uses block-based programming where the users are supposed to connect different
blocks, each with an instruction, to form a program. There are different objects, for
example a cat, that the user is supposed to affect in one way or another by their program.
Scratch helps the user to understand the basic programming principles and makes the
user start to develop a mindset as a programmer.

4.1.2 Bubble

Bubble[5] is a service that lets one build software without writing code. It has a drag and
drop editor that allows one to drag in different elements that one want in ones software
and format them according to your preferences. A user can build an entire software with
this service but it is not possible to combine it with actual code, which means that in a
project the non-programmers cannot use this service while the programmers are writing
code. Bubble hosts the user’s application and the only thing the user needs to think
about is to create the application as he/she wants it.

4.1.3 Flowhub

Flowhub[19] is a tool for building systems with flow-based programming. This means
that in the tool one can design the whole system as a graph before it is implemented in
code. It is easy to add elements to the graph, one simply goes through a list of elements
or search for it. When clicking on the element it appears in the graph area and the user
is free to drag it to the wanted place and connect it with other elements. One of the
suggestions for solving this data model generator problem in Arrival is inspired by this
method.
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4 Related work

4.1.4 GraphQL voyager

GraphQL voyager[20] is a web-based program that represents any graphQL API as
an interactive graph. The users can see all different components in the program and
all different types it consists of. The different components have edges that combine
them, showing on a dependency, which gives the user a good understanding of how the
components are connected. It is also possible to click on an edge and automatically be
transferred to the component it is linked to. The tool gives the user a clear idea of how
the program is built and connected, which is something the editing tool in this project
needs to consider. To have been a perfect tool for this project, even though it does not
allow editing, it should have offered a more detailed view of the types.

4.2 Theory

Apart from the softwares that have given inspiration to the project there also exists
scientific papers that have contributed to important information and inspiration. Com-
parisons of different ways of coding have been done and evaluated in these papers. J-W.
Chen and J. Zhang concludes in their paper, ”Comparing text-based user interface (TUI)
and graphical user interface (GUI) for novice and expert users”[6], that ”GUI was not
necessarily better than TUI for an expert; rather they were better for novice users”, they
also conduct that for a novice user it depends on which UI he/she was given to try first.
When a user first was given a TUI it has a learning effect that improved the performance
of the GUI. One might think that it is the same the other way around but Chen and
Zhang conclude that it is not. There is also a project made by Timothy W. Simpson et
al. concludes that TUIs leads to more errors than GUIs[16]. In the study ”Comparing
Response Time, Errors, and Satisfaction Between Text-based and Graphical User Inter-
faces During Nursing Order Tasks” by N. Staggers and D. Kobus[17] the conclusion is
that GUIs are better, since response times, error rates, and satisfaction ratings were im-
proved compared to when a TUI was used. In this study, there is also worth mentioning
that the users are nurses and most likely do not are technical experts, like the users this
project is about.

There also exists a lot of different articles, all with different opinions, on what is to
be preferred, text-based coding or block-based coding. Some argues that block-based
coding only is for children and is a great tool to kick-start the first thinking of coding
with but when the interest for coding has grown the student should learn to code text-
based[15][10] while others argue that it is possible to use block-based programming
for much more than just the initial step and that even adults benefits by coding block-
based[7].
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5 Hypothesis

When thinking of illustrating different relations and how things are connected most
of us are probably thinking that a graph is the best way to illustrate this, E. Devaux
is listing five different benefits of representing information with a graph and why graph
visualization is beneficial[8]. R. Brath and D. Jonker continue, ”when properly designed
and executed, graphs can be one of the most intuitive ways to analyze information.” [4]

When designing something it is important that the design has two characteristics, dis-
coverability and understanding[13]. It should be evident for a user how to use the
thing/how the system works. A big factor in this is to design predictable and in a way
users recognize[14]. Most of us associate, for example, a red button with something
dangerous and bad while a green button indicates that things are right. It is then really
risky to change these ”unwritten rules”, people will get confused and start to make bad
mistakes.

5 Hypothesis

Based on the above-presented aspects and with inspiration from the related work, the
best solution would probably be one of the five different alternatives presented in this
section. There might be other solutions but they will not be investigated if it does not
turn out during the project that they would be a better option.

5.1 Alternatives

To find which the best way to represent the data model is, five different alternatives were
identified, based on the related work. The alternatives are the following: editing mode
in Arrival, a simple text file, a mixture of the text file and the editing mode, a graph to
represent the system and a graphical representation but not in Arrival. The alternatives
will all be presented in more details below.

5.1.1 Edit mode in Arrival

In Arrival it would be possible to add an edit mode, when the user is in the edit mode
the view should be exactly the same as when in regular mode besides the opportunity
to change all settings and attributes that exist, including adding and deleting. It can, for
example, be a column to the right/left of the screen containing ”editing tools” where
the user can pick an element, drag it into where it should be and configure it as wanted.
The benefits with this method are that the user already knows about Arrival and how it

7



5 Hypothesis

works, it does not need to change to another software to change things. The drawbacks,
on the other hand, are that the editing part is directly connected with Arrival, it is hard
to control that a user adds things that are valid to add or are doing other valid changes.

5.1.2 Text file

It would be possible to represent the data model in a simple text file, like code, but where
the model is written in a declarative way. The representation needs many rules for how
things should be declared and the users need to understand the concept and master the
new declarative ”language”. One major drawback with this alternative is that it is not
too intuitive, the user needs to know or understand how the ”language” is built to be
able to use it. On the other hand, it is concrete, simplistic and the user does not need to
click around a lot, only change a line of text.

5.1.3 Combination: Edit in Arrival and a text file

Combine the ideas mentioned above, implement both an edit mode in Arrival and a
simple text file that defines the model. Let the user choose which one it prefers to use
by adding an option alternative in the interface. Different users may prefer different.

5.1.4 Graph

With inspiration from Flowhub it is possible to represent the data model as a graph, so
each setting and attribute is represented by a node. Each node should represent either a
setting or an attribute, each setting node should contain the attributes it consists of and
each attribute node should contain its corresponding elements. The user should be able
to add nodes to the graph where the user thinks they should be, the nodes should also
be possible to configure as wanted. This alternative makes it possible to easily show
dependencies between attributes, only connect two nodes with each other. Depending
on the implementation of this alternative it can be hard to get it great since many of the
settings do not really have dependencies to something else than its own attributes. It
will then be a lot of loose nodes widespread around the screen that does not give the
user an intuitive view of how the tool actually looks like and what it consists of. With
the right implementation, it will though give the user a perfect view of the model.

8



6 Part 1 & 2

5.1.5 External graphical representation

To represent the data model one can also think of another graphical representation, one
that does not let the user edit things directly in Arrival. The external graphical represen-
tation could be really simple with the only functions to add, change, move and remove
attributes. There should be a simple add field where the user can add attributes and de-
cide different properties and dependencies of them. There should also be a field with all
the current attributes that exist on a certain screen in the system. These should be mov-
able so the user can decide in which order they should appear in Arrival. The attributes
should also be possible to remove and edit. This idea is a bit like block-based program-
ming in the sense that the user picks pre-implemented blocks representing attributes and
adds them.

6 Part 1 & 2

Since the aim of the project was to find the best way to represent the data model and
available it to be editable, a comparison between different alternatives needed to be
done. The project was divided into three major parts where the first one was to find
different alternatives based on related work and the demands it needed to fulfill, evaluate
them and compare them against each other. The ones seemed to be the most appropriate
was then further developed in the second part. In the third part, an evaluation was done
based on the result from the first and second part. The alternatives have already been
presented in section 5.1.

6.1 Setup

To build the help-tool for Arrival the decision was taken that it was easiest to implement
it in the same programming language as Arrival. The programming language used is
therefore JavaScript and in extension its library React, which is specialized for building
user interfaces. Typescript was also used. To handle different states the React com-
patible library Mobx[12] is used. It ”makes state management simple and scalable by
transparently applying functional reactive programming (TFRP)”. Mobx is also used in
Arrival to handle states. To create the graph the library ”STORM: React Diagrams”[1]
was used. A customized implementation of the appearance of the nodes was necessary
to get the nodes to look in a beneficial way for this project.

The setup between the help-tool and Arrival is thought to be the following even though

9



6 Part 1 & 2

all steps could not be fully implemented due to time limitations and the projects focus
area: A user changes what is wanted in the help-tool, the changes are saved in a JSON-
file. When the user is done he/she saves the changes and a new file describing the
structure is generated. The file should be pushed to Git and Pulled to Arrival. Arrival
reads the file and renders its content based on the data model described in the file. The
git step is extremely important here to get a second verification layer so that others can
verify that the user that has made any changes in the help-tool actually has done them
correctly and that nothing will be broken when Arrival pulls down the changes.

6.2 Expert evaluation

To find out more about the system and what the actual users needed an expert evaluation
was done with the person at the company that is the producer of Arrival. He is also
the one that currently is the intended user of the system. The expert evaluation was
a meeting with the expert of the system in a quiet and peaceful meeting room at the
office. The expert was shown different prototypes based on the suggested alternatives
in section 5.1. The prototypes were a combination of drawn sketches and basic web
implementations, see Figure 3, 4, 5 & 6. The prototypes including Arrival is though not
complete in this report to avoid disclose corporate sensitive information.

By using these kinds of prototypes, the user could both get an overall view of how the
system should look like together with all features and see the system more ”in real”
with smaller parts implemented. During the expert evaluation interview the interviewee
was told to tell about his thoughts, and a discussion about the pros and cons with each
system occurred, the outcomes can be read in section 6.2.1.

10



6 Part 1 & 2

Figure 3: An implemented prototype of a graphical tool.

Figure 4: An implemented prototype of a text-based tool.
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6 Part 1 & 2

Figure 5: Prototype of graphical tool in Arrival.

Figure 6: Prototype of a graph tool.

12



6 Part 1 & 2

6.2.1 Expert evaluation outcomes

The outcomes from the expert evaluation will be presented in this section. In the expert’s
opinion, there is crucial that the tool includes some sort of graph to visualize the system,
for the tool to be used. This because the expert wishes to use the tool during meetings
to easily give the other participants in the meeting a good perspective of how the system
looks like and be able to make live changes based on the discussions occurring during
the meeting. Some opinions from the expert will now be stated:

• The different alternatives could be good in different contexts.

• Since it is not really possible to get a good overview of the system in Arrival, the
alternative with an edit function directly in Arrival is not an option.

• Alternative 3, a combination between edit in Arrival and a text file is also elimi-
nated due to the reason mentioned above.

• Both edit in a text file and edit graphically in an external tool has potential in
combination with the graph alternative.

• The expert suggested the text file implementation to be a sort of Markdown1.

• Live-tool, so all changes in the text file/-field/external UI should update the graph
in real-time.

• Graphical would probably be best for inexperienced and text-based for the ones
with experience.

6.3 Second part result

The result from the expert evaluation can be interpreted as a combination of alternative
5.1.2 Text file and 5.1.4 Graph or a combination of 5.1.4 Graph and 5.1.5 External
graphical representation would solve the problem of this project best. According to
Elise Devaux[8] graphs are giving people a better understanding of a problem, it is also
an effective form of communication and everybody can work with graph visualization,
not only technical users. People do also processes visuals 60000x faster than text[9]. It
is the short term memory that process text while images are processed by the long term
memory, implying that humans do have easier to remember graphics and process it[11].

1Markup language for pure text that can be converted to HTML, PDF, etcetera. Simplified syntax for,
for example, bold and italic style, headings, lists, etcetera

13



7 Third part, help-tool for Arrival

Based on these facts together with the expert’s opinion the graph alternative 5.1.4 will
be further developed in this project.

Alternative 5.1.1 will not be investigated any further due to the inflexibility in showing
how different types of data are connected, this was one of the requirements the product
had, requirement 1, and it should not be violated. It might be possible to add something
that gives the user an overview of the data connections but since it would change the
UI really much there is no point to keep the UI as in Arrival then. This since it will not
contribute to the idea that users have easier to navigate in systems they recognize.

Alternative 5.1.2 should be further evaluated since the expert thought it would be a great
idea, especially if it is made as some sort of markdown. In the theory section 4.2, one
can read that J.W. Chen and J. Zhang found out that TUIs was not better or worse for
expert users [6]. This is also in line with what the expert in this projects expert evaluation
claimed, an interesting aspect and a reason to continue investigating alternatives 5.1.2
and 5.1.5.

The external graphical representation will also be further investigated due to its ability
to be combined with a graph and therefore fulfills requirement 1. Alternative 5.1.3 will
not be further investigated since it depends on 5.1.1. Out of the five first suggested
alternatives, three of them will qualify to the next evaluation phase, though slightly
modified and in combination with each other.

7 Third part, help-tool for Arrival

The third part of this project will be presented bellow. The result from the first and
second part will be the foundation to part three.

7.1 Second versions prototypes

After considering the results from the first two parts, the third part of implementation
started and new prototypes were created. All prototypes were combined into one tool
where the user can pick the one he/she prefers most. The foundation in the prototype is
that all three different alternatives (graphical, text-based and graph) should be combined
with a graph representation of the system. This means that the user should be able to
change the model (add attributes to settings etcetera) either by doing it graphically,
by writing text (”JSON code”) or by clicking on the graph and in the same time see
a change in the graph. When a user has changed the model in any way the changes
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should directly be visible in the graph. It is important to separate the actual graph from
its ability to change the model. The ability to change is one of the alternatives that
is being investigated during this report, while the graph is included in all alternatives
that are being investigated. The graph fulfills the first requirement the stakeholder has
on the data model for all three concepts. None of the concepts currently fulfills the
third requirement in the manner of generating a UI-element in Arrival based on the
information it receives from the help-tool. An overall view of the tool can be seen in
Figure 7. All changes that are being made in one of the different ways will be reflected
in all other ways, if one adds an attribute the graphical way it will also be added to the
text-based one and the graph.

Figure 7: An overall view of the system with the graphically alternative selected.

7.1.1 Graphical implementation

In the graphical representation the user can select where i.e. in which setting, he or she
wants to add different attributes. It is also possible for a user to add new settings. The
implementation can be seen in Figure 8. The user can change between the different set-
tings and see the current settings associated attributes. The user can delete the attributes
and decide how they should look like in the sense of what should be written as labels.
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By pressing on one of the symbols in the menu, containing different symbols, an at-
tribute is added to the current setting. When pressing the cross in the upper right corner
the attribute is deleted. The idea with this design is based on block-based programming
where each attribute is represented with a predesigned block. This concept fulfills re-
quirement 2, beyond from the first requirement that all concepts fulfill, by letting the
users know what attributes a setting has and how the attributes look like.

Figure 8: The graphical concept marked with red.

7.1.2 Text-based implementation

When the user chooses the text-based alternative he/she will see a text-field with JSON
code specifying the objects in the data model, all settings and its belonging attributes,
see Figure 9. The user can edit the objects and add new ones by writing JSON code.
When the code is correct the user will be notified with a green light around the text-field
and when there is something wrong with the code the user will see a red light and an
error message. To make it easier for the user an autocomplete function is implemented,
meaning that the user can type ”:” and a letter, tentatively the first letter of what is
wanted, to see suggestions of what attribute/setting the user might want to add. When
pressing on any of the suggestions the structure for that object will be printed in the code
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so the user only needs to change characteristics such as name etcetera that is specific for
that specific attribute/setting. Due to its ability to describe a setting and its belonging
attribute this concept fulfills requirement 2.

Figure 9: The text-based concept marked with red.

7.1.3 Editable graph implementation

In the graph, that is to represent dependencies and the overall structure of the system,
the user has the possibility to add an attribute to nodes, representing a setting, see Figure
10. It is not yet possible to add specific information about the attribute more than the
title of the attribute and which type it is, but in a finished product it should certainly be
possible. It is though possible to remove both attributes and nodes (settings) from the
graph. In Figure 10 one can see the steps for how to add a new attribute to a setting, the
user first presses the ”+”, as can be seen in the Chapter setting, it is then changed to be
name and type text fields as the user can fill in, which can be seen in the Vanilla Mix
setting. This concept also fulfills requirement two since it is possible for a user to see
how a setting looks like and what attributes it consist of.
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Figure 10: The graph concept marked with red.

8 Evaluation methods

To evaluate the second versions prototypes user tests were done in combination with
semi-structured follow-up interviews. 6 users without/with minor programming expe-
riences participated in the tests and interviews. 6 users with substential programming
backgrounds also participated. Amongst the participants, some of them knew what Ar-
rival is and have been working with it in one way or another while others only had heard
of its name. The tests/interviews were done with one interviewee at a time in a small
quiet room in the office at DICE, which also is the workplace for all participants. If the
interviewee was a Swedish speaking person the session was conducted in Swedish oth-
erwise it was conducted in English. The session started with the interviewer explained
what Arrival is, what the help-tool is and how they connect with each other. The con-
cept with settings/attributes were also explained. The users were shown a screenshot
from one part of Arrival, see Figure 11, together with a pre-made setup representing the
screenshot in the help-tool, see Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Screenshot from Arrival, slightly censored. The example the test-users were
shown.
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Figure 12: How the example from Arrival can look in the help-tool.

After the explanations were done the tests started. The users were categorized into two
groups, the ones with programming experience and the ones without. 1/3 of each group
were asked to begin with the text-based method, 1/3 with the graphical and 1/3 with
the graf. The user got a screenshot from another, slightly modified, part of Arrival, see
Figure 13, together with a pre-made, almost empty setup in the help-tool, see Figure 14.
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Figure 13: Screenshot from Arrival, the example the test-users were supposed to reflect
on the help-tool.

Figure 14: What the user had to begin with in the help-tool.
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The user was then asked to add settings/attributes in the help-tool so it represents ev-
erything that exists in the screenshot from Arrival. The screen was recorded during the
tests to make it easier to evaluate mistakes, the user was also timed to make it possible
to compare which of the alternatives were faster. When the user was done with the first
option, he/she repeated the test with the other two concepts. Finally, the user was given
the first screenshot with set-up again, and been told to change the ”start date”-field to a
textfield with the following properties: title: ”Description”, placeholder: ”Test”, Info:
”This is a description”. The user could make the change using which concept/-s he/she
thought suited best. The interviewer observed which concept the user picked and how it
went for the user to make the change. The user was then allowed to click around freely
in the interface to try what he/she wanted and get a broader perspective of the system.

When all practical tests were done, the interviewee was asked questions, the base set
of the questions can be found in appendix A, English, and appendix B, Swedish, since
the interviews were semi-structured the base set was not limited to these questions,
meaning that follow-up questions were allowed. The questions aimed to get a better
understanding of the users’ experience and thoughts. A lot of information is given only
by observing the user while he/she is doing the tests but not all. There are no questions
in the base set that can be answered with only a yes or a no, this is on purpose to get
good expansive responses. There are also questions that remind about each other spread
out during the interview since the user does not always know exactly what they think
directly[18]. When asking the same question but from different angles, there is a bigger
chance to get more useful data than otherwise. People often need some time talking
about the subject before reaching to their core opinion.

Worth mention about this evaluation is that two of the programmers did not do the
change task since the idea of having that task came to the interviewer after those twos
sessions. It is also worth mentioning that the interviewees were free to ask the inter-
viewer questions during the session, the interviewer answered the questions when it
was found necessary or not affecting the test results. Many of the users also got some
help during the sessions when the interviewer found it necessary, the users got the most
help with finding the autocomplete functionality in the text-based concept.

9 Evaluation results

During the evaluation of the tests/interviews the interviewees previous programming
experience has been considered and the result has been compared between the two cat-
egories, non-programmers and programmers. Bellow one can see different tables with
the measurable results from the tests/interviews.
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Table 1: Table of which concept the test-users preferred and found easiest.
Prefer/Easiest Programmer Non-Programmer Total

Graph 1+1 (If the concept was
done, otherwise text) 3 5

Graphical 3 3 6
Text 0 0 0

Graphical/Text 1 (From scratch graphi-
cal, otherwise text) 0 1

Table 2: Table of what concept the test-users used to perform the change-test.
Change in test Programmer Non-Programmer Total

Graph - - -
Graphical 3 3 6

Text 1 0 1
Graph + Graphical 0 3 3

Did not do this test
2, both answers the gr-
aph if it contains all in-
formation

0 2

Table 3: The test-users average time to perform the tests.

Average time Programmer Non-Programmer Gave up Total

Graph 2m 0s 970ms 2m 12s 773ms - 2m 6s 872ms
Graphical 3m 39s 70ms 4m 11s 980ms - 3m 55s 525ms

Text 5m 47s 237ms 12m 37s 160ms2 (3
people) 3 non-programmers 8m 3s 878ms

Table 4: The average amount of mistakes the test-users did during the tests.
Average mistakes

3
Programmer Non-Programmer Total

Graph 1,667 2,833 2,25
Graphical 7,667 11,5 9,583

Text 6 11,833 8,917
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Below, some of the pros and cons of the different concepts will be presented. All came
from the test-users and were conducted during the interviews. Things many users said
will only be presented once.

Table 5: Pros and cons with the textbased concept.
Textbased

Pros Cons

Simple to change when knowing how
to

Not intuitive and user-friendly if lack
of coding experience

Simple to change something fast, copy
paste, undo, redo, etc. Easy to make mistake with syntax

Easier to automate Slower to write and add things
Can be used in other text editors,
where you can process the text with
built-in functionality (for example
search and replace)

Hard to understand the difference be-
tween name and title

Create many similar attributes with co-
py paste A lot of navigating to find right thing

Possible to change type of attribute Easy to accidentally change the pre-
implemented syntax

More info available Hard when the model grows bigger

Possible to only use keyboard ”No idea what to do” - even when
reading the instructions

All information available quickly
Hard with all symbols {,[,],},”,:, etc.
- What are them and where should
things be added?

Good and effective with autocomplete Contains unnecessary information for
the user

Can be really fast Needs to remember the name of the
type

Save code locally Hard to understand the structure
Clear feedback if right or wrong Textinput-square was to small

Lack of API documentation
Don’t understand the error message
Placeholder is confusing

2Average time of the ones that did not give up.
3Does not consider a misspelled/misspelled and corrected word as a mistake.
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Table 6: Pros and cons with the graphical concept.
Graphical

Pros Cons

Simpler compare to text
UX things - Not intuitive what is pos-
sible to change (i.e title, info etc.), type
of attribute big while titel is small

Knows exactly what to change Not possible to change the type
Looks like the end product, Arrival Harder to maintain for developers
User friendly Placeholder square, to much in focus

Superfast to add things Not possible to change order of the at-
tributes

Visually Not possible to copy paste, undo etc.

Can not destroy the structure as in text Did not understand the attribute but-
tons.

Clearer overview of the attribute and
what differs them

Confusing with add setting, not clear
that the attributes are connected with
the setting

Easier to navigate Limited in what can be done
Looks like similar tools, recognizes
symbols and its meaning

A lot of clicks when making big
changes

Premade structures Thought the attribute buttons belonged
to the graph

Easy to read, understand and edit Took some time to understand
Hard with typos, has to go back and
forth in the small text-field
Small text-fields
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Table 7: Pros and cons with the graph concept.
Graph

Pros Cons

Really easy Hard to get a good overview if it be-
comes many settings/attributes

Intuitive Not possible to edit existing attributes
Possible to add something and see its
connections

Not clear why the graph exists and how
it is useful

Possible to arrange and visualize rela-
tions in different levels rather than in a
list form

Not possible to add all info of an at-
tribute

Easy to add attributes Needs to write the entire name of the
type

Can create a lot of info (settings/at-
tributes) fast, not necessary to write all
info directly

Don’t understand the structure of the
graph, why do 2 attributes lead to the
same type node?

Always only one click away from
changing in settings Everything is cons

Gets a better view of the system and its
structure ”I don’t understand the graph at all”

Easier to find the setting/attribute you
are looking for The types don’t say so much to the user

Copy of the graphical but worse

The test-users were asked what they thought about the three concepts being used in
combination with each other. The result can be seen in table 8 where each combination
is followed by a number representing how many of the users suggested that specific
combination.

Table 8: Combinations the test-users would prefer.
Combination Users

Graph + Text 1
Graphical + Text 6
Graphical + Graph (+ev. Text) 2
All 3 2
No combination 1
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On question 12, if the syntax in the text-based version was easy to understand, six people
answer that it was easy, three people answer that it was hard and two people answer that
the concept was relatively easy but the symbols and know where to put things are hard.
One person thought it was sort of easy, ”it takes a while to get into it”.

10 Results and discussion

When first looking at the results from the evaluation it is easy to conclude that most
of the test-users prefer to use the graphical or graph interface according to themselves.
It is also easy to conduct that the non-programmers do not like the text-based concept
while the programmers can see the value in it and enjoy the use of it. These findings
are not that surprising since most of us, programmers and non-programmers, are used to
graphical interfaces and knows how common functions, such as buttons and text fields
work, most of us are also familiar with common symbols. It is not either surprising
that the programmers can handle and likes the text-based alternative better than the non-
programmers since most of the programmers are familiar with writing JSON code, to
some extent, while it is completely new to non-programmers. It is though surprising
that the graph is found to be easy to use but seems to confuse people at the same time
since they do not understand the idea behind it. One reason for this might be that most
of the test-users were not familiar with Arrival and its purpose/area of use before the
test session, and therefore not could see its full potential in the same way as the ones
that did know the idea behind it at a good level.

When looking at the average times it took for the test-users to complete the tests, one
can see that the fastest one were the graph, which was expected since it requires much
less information to be filled in. Because of that, the graph concept is not really com-
parable with the two other concepts. The graphical concept has a better average time
than the text-based one, for both programmers and non-programmers. From the average
times, one can also see that the programmers solved the task fastest in all three con-
cepts. They also did it best in terms of fulfilling and not finishing with a completely
wrong result. The biggest mistake any of the programmers finished with was not having
filled in some of the required information, for example information or placeholder in
the graphical concept. The non-programmers, on the other hand, had participants that
did not complete the text-based concept since they did not understand how to do it even
with minor help. They also had participants that ended up with a completely wrong
result in the graphical concept.

Exactly as the average times, one can see that the graph concept resulted in absolutely
least average mistakes. This probably is because of the limitations in its functionality.
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When looking at mistakes made with the text and graphical concepts it is though being
much more interesting. One can see that even though the graphical option was the fav-
orite of the programmers they completed the task with the text-based concept with a
lower average of mistakes than in the graphical one, 6 vs. 7,667 mistakes/person. It is
hard to tell why but it is probably because the programmers were used to write in JSON
format while they had never seen the graphical interface before. The non-programmers
completed the graphical one with fewer mistakes than in the text-based one even though
the difference between the concepts was trivial, 11,5 vs. 11,833. One though needs
to know that three of the non-programmers did not complete the text-based task and
their mistakes could only be counted until they gave up. If everyone had finished the
task the text-based concept would probably have a much worse average mistake value.
The results about the average time and average mistakes are in the same line as what
Timothy W. Simpson et al. concludes[16], see section 4.2.

When looking into the significance of in which order the concepts were tested one can
see that the non-programmers had a better average time (3m 25s 587ms vs. 5m 1s
707ms) and a lower average of mistakes (15 vs. 54) when doing the graphical one after
the text-based one. When looking if the same tendency appears whit the text-based con-
cept depending on if it was performed as a first concept or if the graphical one was done
before, one can see that two of the test-persons doing the text-based concept first did
not fulfill it. The third one, that had done the graph before, had a test time on 23:14min.
This compared to the one that had done the graphical concept before, where one of
the test-users did not fulfill and the two others had an average finish time at 7min 18s
74ms. The average of mistakes, including the mistakes up to the point the ones that did
not fulfill gave up, is 29 when doing graphical before text-based and 42 when starting
with text-based. When looking at the graph result based on the order, one can not see
any differences between starting with it or having done any other concept beforehand.
Everyone finished the graph concept fast and without any particular struggles.

When making the same comparisons for the programmers one can see that the ones
started with the graphical one had a worse average time and a worse average of mistakes
on the graphical test than the ones starting with the text-based one (4m 15s 87ms vs. 3m
2s 27ms and 39 vs. 17). The same results for the text-based one are that the ones
starting with the text-based one had an average time of 7m 8s 18ms and an average of
mistakes of 19 while the ones not starting with text-based had an average time of 4m
26s 293ms and an average of mistakes of 17. As with the non-programmers, one can
not see any differences in the graph results based on the order it has been performed.
According to J-W. Chen and J. Zhang one should be able to see a learning effect on
the non-programmers when using the text-based alternative before the graphical one
[6]. This test confirms that it is true but on the other hand they also claim that it is not
possible to see a learning effect on the programmers which in this case is not true. In
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all 4 comparisons being made one can see that the concept the users’ test last have best
results, probably because of learning effects. It is though not really possible to draw any
conclusions based on this due to the lack of participants in each category starting with
each concept. Another source of error is the fact that some of the participants did not
fulfill the assignment while others did complete it when given more information than
was thought for the test.

When evaluating the concepts one also needs to consider what the user thought about
the concepts and the pros and cons the users specified. First of all, one needs to know
that some of the users were not Swedish speakers and therefore not used to the Swedish
keyboard being used during the tests. Other users usually did not use Mac and were
therefore not used to the keyboard either. This might have an impact on the users’
overall impression with one (or more) of the concepts. This might also affect the times
from the tests mentioned above.

When it comes to the graph concept most of the users thought it was easy to use and
intuitive. People also thought it was good to be able to see the relationships to what they
added. Others thought it was good to be able to add multiple attributes fast without being
forced to add all existing information to it. On the other hand, many people struggled
with understanding the value of the graph and the main issue was that they could not
add or edit all information belonging to the attribute. In retrospective, to bee able to
compare the concepts there should definitively have been great to have implemented
the graph with more functionality so the users could add and edit all the information
about the attributes as they wanted. On the other hand, then the opportunity to add
attributes fast might would have disappeared, to some users disappointment. Based on
the interviews the conclusion will be that either you really like the graph concept or you
do not understand the value of it at all.

When thinking about the graphical concept many users liked it but had inputs on the
design of it. Most of the critics regarding this concept are UX-related, for example
the size of the text squares where users are supposed to add info/title and that the type
of the attributes takes to much focus from the actual attribute. People also highlights
the inability to use all basic functions such as copy-paste, undo, rearrange the order,
etcetera as a problem. Many of these problems are not really conceptual problems but
rather related to bad design. Besides from the negatives the test-users highlighted there
was also a lot of positive critiques given to this concept. People thought it was simple
to use, user-friendly and liked the predefined blocks representing attributes. They really
highlighted the greatness with not being able to destroy the structure of an object, as
one can do in the text-based concept. It is interesting with this concept that three of the
non-programmers asked for a preview of Arrival so they could see how their changes
appear to be in the final product and get some sort of feedback on them doing the right
thing. This was one of the alternatives that was suggested at the beginning of this project
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but that were decided to not be investigated any further due to its inability to give the
graph an overview of the system.

From the user-tests and the subsequent interview one can see what people struggled
most with, programmers and non-programmers, in the text-based concept it was to find
the autocomplete functionality. Since most of the users did not understand that it existed
until the interviewer told them, they did not really struggle with its functionality but
more with its absence. The programmers succeeded quite well without the autocomplete
functionality since they knew how to write JSON code and read the error messages.
For the non-programmers it was worse, they struggled a lot with understanding all the
different symbols, {,},[,], etcetera, their meaning and the whole structure, they said
things like ”I have no idea what to do”. While the critique from the non-programmers
was about not understanding, the critique from the programmers were more about it
being annoying when accidentally removing a sign and destroying the structure and
thought the text window was too small. The size of the text window could though be
explained as unfortunate circumstances since the users had a split-screen between the
program and a screenshot of Arrival on a 15” screen during the test. This made things
in the help-program being much smaller than they normally should be. When both the
programmers and the non-programmers had received some help with the autocomplete
both categories struggled a lot with the difference between ”name” and ”title”, where
name is an internal name used in the code and title is the title the user wants the field to
have. The non-programmers also thought it was hard to understand the received error
message. There were though not only negative feedback on the text-based concept,
many users highlighted this concept as fast and simple to make changes in when one
knows how it works. People also thought it was flexible since the text easily can be
copied into other text-editors for search and replace, save the text for future use, etcetera.
Especially the programmers also saw the benefits with being able to use all common
functionality such as copy-paste, undo, redo, etcetera.

When evaluating the text-based concept there is probably a big chance that the hardness
to find the autocomplete functionality made the users feel bad about the concept. If the
autocomplete functionality instead had been more clear from the beginning, people ob-
viously do not read instructions, they might have liked it better, both non-programmers
and programmers. There is hard to tell how much this affected the users and their fi-
nal impression of the concept, it probably affected the non-programmers more than the
programmers but no one knows exactly how much. There is also a great possibility
that the choice of language, JSON, affected, for better or for worse. There is a huge
chance that the users, especially the non-programmers, would have liked the text-based
alternative more if it did not look so much like code, i.e. if it had not included different
symbols. I believe the symbols frightened the non-programmers a lot and made them
think that the task was more complicated than it actually was. With the concept not
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including the symbols there would also not be possible for the non-programmers to put
the auto-complete function structure inside of wrong bracket or similar. On the other
hand, it would probably lead to other challenges, such as how does one represent that
information belongs to the same object, etcetera. There is also a possibility that small
changes, such as the system adding a trailing comma when adding a new attribute, some
highlighting on where to put a new attribute and/or where the mistakes have been done,
would make the impression better.

Since there was not possible to change the whole attribute in the graph concept this was
not an option for the test-users. They were though not told that and 3 of the test-users,
non-programmers, choose to use the graph in combination with the graphical concept to
make the asked changes. They created and named the attribute in the graph and added
the rest of the information in the graphical concept. The two programmers that did not
do the change test answered on question 10, ”Which concept do you think you would
use if you should make changes in Arrival?” That they would use the graph to make
changes if it was extended and contained all the necessary information and it could be
changed. 6 of the test users, half of them non-programmers, used the graphical concept
to make the change, they deleted the old attribute and created a new one. Only one user
chose to use the text-based concept. The result of the change-test sort of goes hand in
hand with what the test-users said that they preferred. There is though a chance that this
result would have looked a bit different if the text-based alternative was on the front-
page instead of the graphical one. Now the graphical and the graph concepts were the
ones people saw when they started the test. If it instead would have been the text-based
and the graph concept may be at least some more programmers would have used the
text-based concept. People tend to use the first one they see to make things quick.

When asking the test-users if they saw any value in combining the different concepts
everyone except one saw some sort of value in offering the users more than one concept
to make changes in the system. The complete result can be seen in table 8. It is quite
interesting that 9 people + possibly 2 more said that they would like to have a combi-
nation with text and something when other results speak for the users, especially the
non-programmers, not being too satisfied with the text-based alternative. 10 test-users
wanted to see a combination with the graphical concept and something else while only
5 people wanted to see the graph in a combination. The conclusion of this will be that
most people will see a combination containing the graphical and the text-based concept.
Only 2 (+ possibly 2 more) wanted a combination of all three concepts.
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11 Conclusions

Based on the results from the tests/interviews and the theory the main question for this
project, ”what is the best way for a non-programmer to edit things, that normally is
editable in code, without writing any code?”, see section 3, can be considered investi-
gated. The conclusion is that non-programmers prefer and are performing best when
using a graphical concept. They are familiar with the symbols and have used similar
tools before. The results are unambiguous, non-programmers performed much better
with the graphical concept presented in this project than with the text-based one. The
graph concept presented in this project is also good for the non-programmers since most
people found it easy and made great results but on the other hand, it was around 50%
of the users that loved it and 50% that did not understand it at all. The understanding
part might be more related to the actual graph, which is one of the requirements for this
project, than to the add/edit part of it since many found it easy. Based on the number of
test-users this project had, one can see a learning effect from the first concept they were
asked to try, this contradicts what J-W. Chen and J. Zhang claims[6] but since only 12
people participated in this test there is a chance that it would have been possible to see
the effect J-W. Chen and J. Zhang are claiming[6] with more participants.

When it comes to the programmers the result is not equally simple, most of the pro-
grammers said that they preferred the graphical concept but they were not as negative to
the text-based concept as the non-programmers. The tests also showed that they made
fewer mistakes using the text-based concept and they could see the value with the con-
cept. With a more obvious auto-complete functionality it might be possible that the
programmers would have had a lower average time with the text-based concept than
with the graphical one since what took time for most of the programmers were to write
content for the attributes by hand. A more extensive investigation probably needs to be
done to get a complete result.

Based on the results the best way to continue developing the help-tool so non-program-
mers also can make changes in the data model is probably to keep all three concepts.
They are all good for different reasons and since no test-user said that the amount of
concept was disturbing, rather the opposite: many of the users wanted a combination,
there is no reason to remove any of them. All persons are different and despite their
background as programmers/non-programmers, everyone has different preferences, by
keeping all concepts a user can choose to use what suits best for him/her at the moment.
There could not be found any value in continue developing the graph so the users could
fill in all information for an attribute in it, the graph will therefore continue serving as
the expert want, as a concept where one can easily add a lot of attributes/settings quickly
without having to fill in so much information at once. None of the concepts are perfect
in their current shape and all of them needs to be slightly updated based on the feedback
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from the interviews. Currently, there is no way for non-programmers to change in the
data model at EA DICE without changing the code, so even without the changes, this
tool will certainly make the life easier for the non-programmers.

12 Future work

There is a lot of improvements that could be done to this tool, both things that came up
during the tests/interviews but also things that were known before. Millions of features
could be added, only the imagination will put limits on how much that could be added,
and of course time, money, directions, etcetera. One major thing that should be fixed
based on the reviews from the tests is the UX in the graphical concept. People struggled
with understanding the difference between ”add a new setting” and the attribute buttons.
They also thought that important things were set aside for unimportant things like the
name of the type. It should also be clearer what things are text fields and supposed to
be changed. In short, the whole UX should be overseen in the graphical concept.

In the text-based concept, one needs to think more about if there would be any value
in changing the language to one that does not contain any symbols, in case one finds
it valuable a change should be done. One should also make it easier to find the auto-
complete functionality for the users, maybe a visual instruction video/animation could
be added. Visuals often drag peoples attention more than plain text. There could also be
added better error handling since many users thought it was hard to understand where
they had made a mistake, some sort of visual marker could be added.

The main things that need to be done to make this tool work at all are to integrate it with
Arrival. As it is right now it does not exist any connection between the tools. In section
6.1 one can read more about how this is thought of to be done. To be able to integrate
the help-tool with Arrival it has to support all different types Arrival exists of, therefore
an extended type library needs to be built, it also needs to be possible for the user to
create their own types ”on the go”.
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A Interview questions in English:

A Interview questions in English:

1. In your opinion, which alternative is the easiest one?

2. What is the pros with the text-based alternative relatively to the other concepts?

3. What is the cons with the text-based alternative relatively to the other concepts?

4. What is the pros with the graphical alternative relatively to the other concepts?

5. What is the cons with the graphical alternative relatively to the other concepts?

6. What is the pros with the graph relatively to the other concepts?

7. What is the pros with the graph relatively to the other concepts?

8. What do you think about these concepts being used in combination with each
other?

9. Is there anything in the system that could be changed to make your experience
with the system more positive?

10. Which concept do you think you would use if you should make changes in Ar-
rival?

11. Which concept do you feel most comfortable to work with? Why?

12. Was the syntax in the text-part easy to understand?

13. Is there something else you want to tell me?
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B Interview questions in Swedish:

B Interview questions in Swedish:

1. Vilket sätt upplever du som enklast?

2. Vad var fördelarna med det textbaserade alternativet förhållandevis till de andra
koncepten?

3. Vad var nackdelarna med det textbaserade alternativet förhållandevis till de andra
koncepten?

4. Vad var fördelarna med det grafiska alternativet förhållandevis till de andra kon-
cepten?

5. Vad var nackdelarna med det grafiska alternativet förhållandevis till de andra kon-
cepten?

6. Vad var fördelarna med grafen förhållandevis till de andra koncepten?

7. Vad var nackdelarna med grafen förhållandevis till de andra koncepten?

8. Hur ser du på att dessa sätt används i kombination med varandra?

9. Finns det något som skulle kunna ändras som skulle göra att din upplevelse av
systemet ändrades till något mer positivt?

10. Vilket sätt tror du att du skulle använda om du skulle ändra i Arrival?

11. Vilket koncept känner du dig mest bekväm med att jobba med? Och varför?

12. Var syntaxen på textdelen lätt att förstå?

13. Finns det något annat du vill tillägga?
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